








1. Insert the threaded end 

   of a rod (#D) into the single 

   hole, along the top panel  

   (#2) turn right to tighten.  

   Then insert a cap (#F),  

   support tube (#7), and  

   another cap (#F) in that  

   order onto the rod (#D).

2. Insert the rods (#D) into  

    the outer holes, turn right  

    to tighten. Insert the wood 

    dowels (#G) into the inner 

    holes. Then apply the side 

    panel (#5) onto the rods 

    and wood dowels.

1. Insert a wood dowel (#G) into the inner  

    holes along the top of the side panel (#5). 

2. Carefully place the middle shelf (#3) onto  

    each rod and wood dowels. Apply a flat  

    washer (#H) then a hex nut (#E) onto the ends  

    of the rods. Secure using the socket wrench (#K).



1. Insert the threaded end 

    of a rod (#D) into the single 

    hole, turn right to tighten. 

    Then insert a cap (#F), 

    support tube (#7), and 

    another cap (#F) in that  

    order onto the rod (#D).

2. Insert the rods (#D) into  

    the outer holes, turn right  

    to tighten. Insert the wood 

    dowels (#G) into the inner 

    holes. Then apply the side 

    panel (#5) onto the rods 

    and wood dowels.

1. Insert a wood dowel (#G) into the inner  

    holes along the top of the side panel (#5). 

2. Carefully place the bottom shelf (#4) onto  

    each rod and wood dowels. Apply a flat  

    washer (#H) then a hex nut (#E) onto the ends  

    of the rods. Secure using the socket wrench (#K).



1. Place the glass top (#1) 

    face down onto a pro- 

    tected surface, then 

    align the side frame 

    (#6) to the holes along 

    the side. Prepare 3 bolts 

    by inserting a flat washer  

    (#H) onto the bolts (#B). 

    Insert a bolt assembly 

   into each hole and secure 

   using the Allen wrench.

2. Insert the adjusters (#I) into the  

    holes along the bottom of the side 

    frame (#6). Turn right to tighten.

3. Align the spin hinge (#8) to the holes 

    along the glass top, then insert 4 bolts 

    (#A). Secure using the Allen wrench (#J).

1. Turn the glass top upright, 

    then align the spin hinge 

    (#8) to the holes along the 

    top of the top panel (#2)

2. Prepare 4 bolts by inserting a flat washer (#H) onto the  

    bolts (#C), then from below insert into the holes along  

    the top panel (#2). Secure using the Allen wrench (#J).ASSEMBLY IS COMPLETED
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Keep in mind you can align the spin hinge (#8) however you desire. (Page 1 example)
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